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The exact and the asymptotic non-null distribution of the maximal invariant 
corresponding to testing that the covariance matrix of a Zm-dimensional real 
normal distribution has complex structure is obtained. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
In this paper we consider the problem of testing that a 2m-dimensional 
real normal distribution has a m-dimensional complex structure. This 
testing problem occurs in a fundamental way in connection with a class of 
invariant normal models defined by Anderson [ 11. In Andersson, Brgns, 
and Jensen [S] it is mentioned that every testing problem where both the 
null hypothesis H, and the alternative hypothesis HI (H, c H,) belong to 
this class of models can be decomposed into a product of simple problems, 
each of which is one of 10 fundamental problems. The null distribution of 
the maximal invariant statistics was obtained for each of the 10 problems. 
The non-null distribution of the maximal invariant has been obtained for 
some of the 10 problems by James [lo], Constantine [7], and Bertelsen 
[4] by use ‘of zonal polynomials and hypergeometric functions; it concerns 
the tests for independence and the tests for identity of two sets of variates 
where the simultaneous covariance matrix has real or complex structure, 
and the test that a 2m x 2m covariance matrix with complex structure has 
real structure. 
The testing problem considered in the present paper, which is also one 
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of the 10 fundamental testing problems, was studied by Andersson an 
Perlman [2] and we use their results on the non-null distribution of the 
maximal invariant as a starting point. The problem is the evaluation of 
a certain integral over a matrix group isomorphic to the group of 
non-singular m x m matrices with complex elements. We obtain a series 
expansion for this integral using real zonal polynomials and show that the 
integral can be expressed as a hypergeometric function. Finally we give an 
asymptotic expression for the density of the non-null distribution. 
A study of this testing problem is a step towards a solution of the general 
testing problem mentioned in Andersson, Brons, and Jensen [3], which is 
the most important motivation for the work; but it should also be 
remarked that the complex normal distribution occurs in connection with 
multiple stationary Gaussian time series (see Goodman [9]). 
The main results of this paper are given in Section 1. The derivation of 
these results is similar to the one used in Bertelsen [4]; the essential parts 
of the derivation are given in Section 2. 
1. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let x1, . . . . xN be independent observations from a 2m-dimensional real 
normal distribution with mean 0 and unknown covariance matrix 
CE X"+(2m, R), the set of all positive definite symmetric 2m x 2m matrices. 
Andersson and Perlman [2] have considered the problem of testing that C 
is of complex structure, i.e., that C belongs to X'+(m, C) the set of all 
positive definite matrices of the form 
Cc al) 
( 
-C(2) 
a21 > C(l) ’ (1) 
where C( 1) and C(2) are m x m matrices. The problem may be expressed 
as that of testing 
H,:CE%+(m,@)againstH, :CE%+(2m, R). 
They reduce the testing problem by invariance to the maximal invariant 
statistic and the non-null distribution of this statistic is obtained in terms 
of an expression containing an integral, which is not evaluated. To define 
this integral let GL(m, C) denote the group of all non-singular 2m x 2m 
matrices of the form 
MC M(l) 
( 
-M(2) 
M(2) > M(l) ’ (2) 
where M( 1) and M(2) are m x m matrices. 
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Let @(m, C) denote the group of orthogonal matrices in GL(m, C). 
Finally let 9?(m, @) be the set of all 2m x 2m matrices of the form 
where R( 1) and R(2) are m x m symmetric matrices. 
For R,, R, E B(m, @) the integral has the form 
I(RA=j cp(W exp( - l/2 tr(R, M&M’)) 4Wf), (4) 
bum,@) 
where 
q(M) = (MIN exp( - l/2 tr MM’), A4 c GL(m, C), (5) 
and 1 is a Haar measure on GL(m, C) normalized such that the integral of 
q(M) over GL(m, a=) with respect to /? is 1. In the present paper we obtain 
an explicit expression for Z( RI, R,). 
To simplify (4) we consider matrices in 9?(m, a=) of a special form: for 
real numbers AI, . . . . I,,, let /i denote the matrix of the form 
( 
41) 0 
0 > -A(l) ’ 
where /i(l)=diag(l,, . . . . 1,). For every R~g(rn, @) there exists a 
UE @(m, a=) such that URU’ =/i, where n has the form (6) (see Andersson 
and Perlman [2]). Using that /I is a Haar measure it follows that we only 
have to consider 1(/i, r), where /i and r have the form (6). 
Before giving an explicit expression for Z(T, A) we need some notation. 
Let P,(k) be the set of ordered sequences k = (k,, . . . . k,), where 
k,ENu{O}, k,>kZk,..’ 2 k, and x7=, ki = k. An element of P,(k) is 
also called a partition of k in at most m parts. 
For each R E P,(k) let Ck be the real zonal polynomial normalised such 
that 
(A,+ ... +Uk= c C,(A), (7) 
k E Pm(k) 
where 1= (1,) . . . . ,I,). 
Let ,F, be the hypergeometric function as defined by James [lo]; this 
function has a series expansion in zonal polynomials, 
,~,(~,,~,;b;LY)= f c (~,M%)k C,(~)C,(r) (b), ‘k! .Ck(l,, . . . . 1)’ (8) k=O iifP,,,(k) 
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where 
(a)k=~~=‘r(“+ki-1/2(i-1)) 
ny= I r(a - 1/2(i- 1)) 
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(9) 
We are now ready to state the following: 
THEOREM. Let Z(A, r) be given by (4). Then 
Z(A, I’) = 2F,(N/2, N/2 + l/2; m/2 + l/2; A2, y2). (10) 
From this theorem we immediately get the density of the maximal 
invariant statistic, using the results given in the paper by Andersson and 
Perlman [2], in which we also find a representation of the maximal 
invariant. Following their work each matrix SE S’+ (2m, R) can be 
represented on the form 
S=L lm+n 
( 
O 
0 > 
L’ 
I,-A ’ (11) 
where L E GL(m, C) and n =diag(l,, . . . . A,). We can assume that 
1 > 1, >A2 ... >1,20, and in that case we let t(S) denote the set 
(1 1, ***, u. 
If S is the minimal sufficient statistic, 
s= f xix;, (12) 
i= 1 
then t(S) is the maximal invariant statistic; and t(Z) = (yr, . . . . y,) is the 
maximal invariant parameter. 
Now let q,(l) denote the density of L = t(S) under H, ; then from (7.14) 
in Andersson and Perlman [2] we have that 
q,(l) = cp&) fi (1 - n;)N’2z(n, r). 
i= 1 
The null distribution q+,(l) was given in Andersson, Brons, and 
Jensen [3], 
qo(;l)=e(m) fi (1-Lf)N’2-m-1/2&n (At-A;), (14) 
i=l i<j 
where 
e(m) = 2”7f’/2r,(N/2 + 1/2)f’,,,(m/2)-‘T,(m/2 + 1/2))‘T,,,(N/2 - m/2)-’ 
(15) 
683/32:2-9 
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and 
rm(a) = 7Cm(m- u/4 fi f(a- 1/2(i- 1)). (16) 
i=l 
Thus an exact expression for cp,(l) is given by (10) and (13t(16). 
Because of the infinite series expansion occurring in the exact expression 
for q,(l), it seems difficult to make any practical application of this expres- 
sion. However, it is quite easy to obtain the asymptotic behaviour of the 
hypergeometric function given by (10) as N becomes large. An asymptotic 
expression for the function 2 F,(N/2, N/2; q/2; 12, y2) is derived in Glynn 
and Muirhead [8]; one only has to make some minor changes in their 
derivation to get the result that if y1 > y2 > ... > yrn >O then as N -+ co, 
2 F,(N/2, N/2 + l/2; m/2 + l/2; A2, y’) 
-f(m) fi (1 -E”iyi)-N+m--‘*(~iYi)~“* 
i= 1 
xn (y:-yf)-“2(~?-~~)-‘i*, 
icj 
(17) 
where 
f(m) = (N/2)“‘N-“‘e~Nmf,(m/2)T,(m/2 + l/2) 
xf,(N/2)-‘f,(N/2+ l/2))‘. (18) 
Inserting (17)-( 18) in (13~( 16) then gives an asymptotic non-null distribu- 
tion of 3L;from which it is possible, for example, to obtain estimates for the 
parameters y based on the marginal asymptotic likelihood function in a 
way similar to the one used in Glynn and Muirhead [S]. 
2. DERIVATION OF THE RESULTS 
Let F+(m, C) denote the group of 2m x 2m matrices of the form 
T(l) -7v) 
T(2) > T(l) ’ (19) 
where T( 1) E F+(m, R), the group of upper triangular matrices with 
positive diagonal elements and T(2) is upper triangular with zero diagonal 
elements. 
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Let p be the right Haar measure on Y+(m, C) given by 
where t,,, is a diagonal element of T(l), and 
C=2-9@7-1)‘2 i T(N-i+l). 
i= 1 
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(20) 
(21) 
Then the integral of cp( T) over Y+ (m, C) w.r.t. p is 1. 
We shall consider homogeneous, symmetric polynomials in the m(m + 1) 
different elements of a matrix belonging to %‘(m, C). There exists polyno- 
mials DE, REP,(~), of this kind with the properties (22)-(28), 
Dn( URU’) = DI;( R) for all UE @(m, a=) 
I (WI UR, W)2k Mu) = 1 c(~P,t(RlPdR2), %(rn,C) li.s Pm(k) 
where 
(22) 
(23) 
c(k) = 
(2k)! nyzl T(m-i+ 1) 
k! . k! I-Ii <j ( 2ki - 2kj - i +j) 
and 
s (tr(R, UR2 U’))2k+1 dct( U) = 0, @(m,C) 
(24) 
(25) 
where R,, R, E %(m, C) and c1 is the normed Haar measure on @(m, @); 
s dTP,dTRT’) 44T) = 4N fG?@), (26)y+(mc) 
where 
(27) 
Finally, 
D,(n) = C,(l;, . . . . A;). (28) 
There are a number of ways to establish these properties. One can 
proceed as in Bertelsen [4]; most of the details are quite similar to the 
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ones given there, but a few results needed from the theory of group 
representations are new. All the details can be found in Bertelsen [S]. 
Another possibility is to use the elementary approach of Saw [ 111, which 
does not involve group representations. 
Consider now the Iwasawa decomposition, i.e., the one-to-one and onto 
mapping given by 
(U, T) --+ UT, %?!(m,c)x~+(m,c)-+GL(m,@). (29) 
By this mapping j? is the transformed measure of a@~ (see Bourbaki [6, 
Chaps. 7-8-J). Using this we can write Z(n, Z) as 
exp( l/2 tr(ZWT/iT’U’)) dcr( U) &(T). (30) 
Expanding exp( l/2 tr(ZWT/iT’U’)) as a power series the integral above 
can be expressed as an infinite sum of terms of the form 
1 
E T+(m,C) 5 W’)J 
(l/2 tr(f UT/I T’U’))k dct( U) c+(T). (31) 
-ri(m,@) 
The properties (23)-(25) are now used on the integral over %(m, C) 
occurring in (31), and then the properties (26)-(27) are used on the 
integral over Y+(m, C). After some manipulations with the coefficients one 
gets the result (10) using the identities 
ni<,(2ki-2kj-i+j) 
xflycl F(2ki+m-i+ 1) 
where a E N, and [u]~, (~/2)~ is defined as in James [lo]. 
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